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Abstract
Weddings represent a specific consumption experience with unusual pressures (financial
and emotional). Societal pressures of perfection and the experience itself, including
conspicuous consumption, experience, and credence qualities, create a unique consump-
tion and pricing environment. Study 1 provides evidence of a two-tier retail pricing
approach for “regular” and “wedding” items. Study 2 suggests this phenomenon has been
propagated by a tendency to attach elevated importance to wedding products. This paper
documents the practice of elevated wedding pricing and offers insight into why the
practice is tolerated and perpetuated.
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Approximately 2.23 million couples get married each year in the USA (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention 2017). While extremely lavish and over the top weddings have
become less common in in the early part of the century (Poquette 2010), the average wedding
cost in the USA is still $38 700 (Goodson and Francis 2019). The average cost of a wedding
varies tremendously depending on where the couple marries. The average can be as high as
$76 944 in the Manhattan borough of New York City or as low as $17 584 in New Mexico
(Jacobs 2018).
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American consumers spend about $72 billion annually on weddings, not including the
honeymoon (Segran 2018). Consumers spent almost $2 billion for the busiest wedding day in
2018, which was 8/18/18 (Bertram 2018). At least one elaborate international wedding cost
more than $66 million (Erdei 2018). All over the world, there are massive pressures on couples
and families to avoid looking cheap (Poquette 2010; Ward 2020). For example, one online
planning site discourages brides from buying discounted items (O’Gorman Klein 2021), and
American couples, on average, invite 167 guests to their wedding with 10.7 men and women
as part of the wedding party (Brides Editors 2019).

Although some couples do not expect parents to cover the cost of the wedding, parents of
the couple often feel obligated to make sure their children have the wedding of their dreams
(Lepore 2020). Parents want to support their children’s aspirations and, in doing so, they have
been known to borrow, cash in retirement savings, and/or access the equity in their homes
(Lepore 2020). While most couples do contribute to the cost of the wedding, only about 27%
of couples said they paid fully for their own weddings, often deferring the cost of wedding-
related expenses and activities with credit cards and loans (McDowell 2019). The demand for
wedding loans have quadrupled recently, and many wedding-related credit payments extend
for more than three years after the wedding (Bhattarai 2019).

Weddings can become major productions complete with elaborate attire for the entire
wedding party, limousine rental, venue rental, flowers, photographers, etc. Expenses mount
because weddings are publically consumed productions. The cost of a wedding spans pre-
wedding to post-wedding events, with pre-wedding events no longer limited to a bridesmaid’s
luncheon or a rehearsal dinner. Pre-wedding events are likely to include a combination of
engagement parties, fundraising events, bridal and couple showers, wedding party welcome
events, bachelor and bachelorette parties, co-ed parties, spa visits, outdoor outings, luncheons,
and dinners (Forrest 2018; Prendergast 2018). Post-wedding events, once consisting of a
reception and honeymoon, now may be expanded into not only a post-wedding reception,
but also after reception parties, day after brunches, and extravagant honeymoons (Brown 2017;
Donovan 2020; The Knot 2020).

The Pressure of the Perfect Wedding

Weddings are not only financially draining, but emotionally fatiguing as well (Strauss 2019).
While academia is quick to pan publications encouraging perfection-seeking behavior
(Bigelow 2006; Slade 2006), the popular press and Internet have embraced the concept of
perfection with an entire wedding magazine dedicated to this purpose (Cooper 2020; Ghosh
and Ghosh 2010). Much like the myth of the perfect mother applying pressure to first time
moms (Meeussen and Van Laar 2018; Slade 2006; Wilborn 1976), there is extraordinary
pressure on “super brides” to not only be perfect, but to plan and execute the perfect wedding
(Cooper 2020; Duncan 2016; Poquette 2010).

This pressure on brides often leads to extended demands on product selection and exten-
sive, protracted search processes with many points of product comparisons. For example, the
typical bride, planning a local wedding, will dedicate a year or more to wedding planning
(Krueger 2020). The recommendation for planning a destination wedding can be two years or
more (Shutterfly Community 2020).

While the Internet has dozens of wedding checklist for brides, many have 60 or more
decision points where brides must make comparisons and choices (Here Comes the Guide
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2021). When searching for the perfect wedding gown, most brides try on four to seven dresses,
but others end up trying on many more (O’Gorman Klein 2021). The pressure for the perfect
dress is so extreme that it has given rise to more brides selecting custom gowns. While custom
dresses are not universally adopted, the brides who decide on a custom dress must increase
their level of involvement and financial commitment (Choy and Lokar 2004).

Many wedding decisions are fraught with social consequences, such as who will and will
not be in the wedding party or who will and will not be invited to the wedding. Along these
lines, brides must choose who to involve in the decision-making processes. For decisions
related to the wedding cake, wedding planners encourage brides to have friends and family
sample many bakeries and contribute to the decision process for buying a wedding cake
(Birdwell-Branson 2017). Brides are encouraged to begin the process of locating a bakery
about six months before the wedding date, making appointments with at least two bakeries for
tastings (Birdwell-Branson 2017). This can place additional pressure to please the family and
friends by acquiescing to the popular choice rather than other fiscally responsible options.

According to wedding planning sites, most decisions that brides make should be thoroughly
investigated. For example, selecting a florist is described as an eight-step process (Kay 2021).
Additionally, the wedding venue is considered vital to the success of the wedding; therefore,
brides are encouraged to build a venue research spreadsheet including location, capacity,
availability, type, layout, rates, website, restrictions, parking, transportation, caterer, linens,
tables, chairs, and media equipment availability (Levy 2019).

Media, social networks, and the wedding industry portray weddings as an obtainable
consumer fantasy (Boden 2001; Mead 2008; Weiss 2020). While modern brides may feel
able to choose between which wedding traditions to follow, expectations to observe family,
culture, and regional traditions may still be extreme (Burvill 2019). The pressures of old
traditions have also been replaced with new expectations. Sociologists explain that expecta-
tions on the bride are a result of social expectations and the media (Boden 2001; Hochschild
1998).

The pressure for perfection is compounded because all wedding-related events, down to the
selection of table decorations, are typically captured both on video and in still photographs.
The photos are supposed to capture unforgettable memories, but brides are aware that the
photos and videos will also document and proclaim the quality of the decisions made long after
the wedding events are concluded (Brown 2018). Cellphones and cameras allow untrained
family and friends to capture amateur images, resulting in guests posting pictures on social
media even while the wedding and reception are occurring. These photos document before and
after wedding activities and are critiqued on social media (Park 2019).

In order to meet the societal expectations for perfection, weddings are expected to be
planned on a romantic date and at a romantic church or venue filled with impeccable flowers,
even if that means conducting the wedding hundreds of miles away or in a foreign country
(Bertram 2018). The reception should be at a similarly grand location such as a mansion,
historic estate, up-scale hotel, or expensive restaurant with delicious food and beverages
(Forrest 2019; Schreiber 2020). In addition to the perfect wedding, evidence indicates that
brides feel immense pressure to achieve personal perfection (Schank 2006). As the central
focus of the wedding, brides are expected to be immaculate (Steer 2018), have a perfect body
(Kovanis 2006), and wear an exquisite gown (Bridal 2016; Hoffower 2020). Having beautiful
hands and nails, (Murray 2017), long flowing hair or glamorous upsweeps (Rud 2020; Title
2017), healthy, glowing skin, and flawless make-up (Levine 2020) are considered essential
bridal features.
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Consumption Behavior Impact on Pricing

Conspicuous Consumption

Based on the volume of media related to the perfection pressure for weddings and wedding-
related products, it is logical to consider that a consumer might have elevated anxiety with
regard to these purchases. Weddings and wedding-related products are reasonably considered
to be conspicuous goods (Belk 1988). The conspicuousness of a wedding can be used to
achieve social status (Bloch et al. 2014). Consumer response to conspicuously consumed
goods is different from goods not consumed conspicuously. Conspicuous goods are often
evaluated as priceless goods in that consumers attribute some level of intrinsic value beyond
their normal market value. Priceless goods are difficult to assess in terms of an appropriate
price using market-related models (Maitland 2002). Evidence suggests that marketers of
conspicuous goods often take advantage of the social effects to charge a higher price
(Amaldoss and Jain 2005b). An extrapolation of this concept can be found in a WeddingWire
post by a bride regarding the price of a wedding venue:

“… I absolutely fell in love with a place and it's $7000 for the reception and an extra $2500
for the ceremony. Is that too much? It's pretty much the place of my dreams a place I can look
like an actual Disney princess at but other family members and friends say it might be a little
too much. Then again they've all gotten married on beaches or in Barns (Wedding Ceremony
2018).”

Consumers buy goods for both material and social needs (Amaldoss and Jain 2005a; Duan
and Dohlakia 2017). Amaldoss and Jain (2005a) explain that social needs may manifest in a
consumer’s desire to appear to be exclusive or to conform. It is common among marketers of
conspicuous goods to emphasize a product’s exclusivity (Pollay 1984).

Wedding consumption generates both needs simultaneously. Clearly, there is media and
society-based pressure for the bride to make decisions that will result in the perception that her
wedding is different and unique compared to all other competing weddings. Yet, brides are
also expected to make appropriate decisions that will maintain traditionally expected aspects of
the wedding. For example, a bride may feel compelled to have a formal, white wedding dress
to conform to tradition, and yet, locate a unique and exclusive design that is remarkably
different from all of her friends’ gowns, even to the point of customization (Choy and Lokar
2004).

Consumers’ Ability to Judge Quality

All things being equal, consumers perceive a relationship between appropriate price and
product quality. As quality increases, consumers are willing to pay more for the better quality
product. In the best of consumption settings, a consumer would have complete knowledge
about product quality and would be willing to pay a price appropriate to the incremental level
of quality. Research confirms that consumers in this setting will pay more for a product even if
there is no evidence of an increase in quality or utility (Amaldoss and Jain 2005a).

Service researchers have long acknowledged that consumers do not have complete knowl-
edge about quality. Services are intangible goods, and hence it is difficult for customers to
judge the price/quality relationships (Berry and Manjit 1996). Zeithaml (1981) described
service quality in three levels: search, experience, and credence. At the lowest level, search
quality, a consumer can judge quality before purchase. Experience quality can only be judged
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during consumption. Credence quality cannot be accurately judged even after consumption.
Credence quality is often judged by consumers based on their satisfaction, but doubt may
linger if they wonder if a different provider might have delivered a better service or good.

Ostrom and Iacobucci (1995) empirically validated relationships between the ability to
estimate value accurately, the perceived importance of the purchase, and price sensitivity.
Not at all surprising, consumers are more price sensitive when a purchase is not
perceived to be highly important. As importance increases, however, consumers become
less sensitive to increases in price. Furthermore, when the consumer is faced with an
inability to judge quality accurately, consumers do not expect to offset risk with
anticipated lower prices, but rather may in fact use price as a proxy for quality.
Consumers are theoretically willing to spend the most on products deemed as highly
important and for which measures of quality are inadequate.

Wedding-related purchases, both services and even potentially tangible goods, may repre-
sent this type of purchase. Clearly, wedding purchases are considered as important. The ability
to judge quality reasonably may be emotionally and psychologically hindered by the pressure
for perfection. Conceivably, all product purchases fall short of perfection. Consumers striving
for a perfect wedding may consider the highest priced item to be the closest to perfect.

Consumer Pricing Acquiescence

If vendors or venues charge more for a wedding than another event, they could be engaging in
price discrimination. A price discrimination strategy is a strategy to sell products (identical or
not) to different people at different prices. According to Paczkowsk (2018, p. 5), legally, price
discrimination is described in three forms or degrees.

& “First-degree: Price varies by how much each consumer is willing and able to pay for the
product.

& Second-degree: Price varies with the amount purchased using a pricing schedule which is
not a linear function of the quantity.

& Third-degree: Price varies by consumer segments. This is a common form of price
discrimination.”

Pricing by consumer segment would be the type of price discrimination that might be used in
wedding price discrimination scenarios. Most often, price discrimination is legal unless it
violates US antitrust law. The Act that prohibits unlawful price discrimination is the Robinson-
Patman Act (Robinson-Patman Act 1936).

Empirical evidence confirms that consumers are often outraged when they believe that they
are being charged unfairly. Concerns of price gouging (the charging of inappropriately high
prices) have been levied against banking (Washington 2006), pharmaceutical companies
(Greene and Padula 2017; Weissman 2004), and the oil and gas industry (Deck and Wilson
2004; Noel 2017). However, consumer response may be related to the degree the consumer
believes the increases are unjustified (Deck and Wilson 2004; Rottier et al. 2003).

A 2016 study from Consumer Reports found that 28% of vendors in different areas of
the USA quoted a higher price for weddings compared to an otherwise identical
anniversary party (Stanger 2016). An investigation in Australia revealed a similar
markup. It showed that venues, the priciest portion of any wedding budget, charged
more in 50% of cases (Browne 2014).
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Wedding consumers have not expressed the same level of outrage as consumers in the
forementioned cases. The wedding industry is less constrained by repeat customers, and
consumers are inexperienced customers in this category. Consumers have limited basis of
comparison on which to evaluate if the price being charged is fair. Furthermore, the level of
perceived importance and the inability to judge quality adequately interfere with a consumer’s
ability to determine fair value.

Cashing In on Wedding Myths

Why might companies charge more for weddings than for other events? Potentially more
than consumer naiveté drives supplier expectations for higher prices. Venues and pro-
ducers may charge more for a myriad of reasons. Some providers see wedding con-
sumers as higher maintenance, demanding more time and attention compared to
consumers of other similar sized events (Malone 2017). Vendors may perceive a higher
legal liability given that unhappy couples are historically more likely to sue than
consumers of non-wedding events (Malone 2016). Additionally, weddings have a far
higher level of injuries and property damage than other kinds of events, often resulting
from excessive alcohol consumption (Malone 2017). Finally, wedding consumers are
more likely to request a higher level of customization than their non-wedding counter-
parts are requesting. High levels of customization (e.g., napkins that are a specific shade
of pink, custom designed centerpieces) are more expensive (Rampell 2013). But clearly
some price differences are not attributable to cost of supply.

The social and media pressures for bigger, better, and more elaborate weddings have
created a consumption environment supporting an upward spiral of expenditures. While
products and services for any event can become expensive, especially with large and or
lavish events, wedding expenses seem to be disproportionately high. It is unclear if the
disproportionately higher prices are a result of liability insurance and demanded custom-
ization or if vendors are charging more for identical products. While many researchers
have examined unethical pricing methods in general, there has been an almost total
absence of academic research in the area of wedding-related pricing. Academic re-
searchers, across a wide range of disciplines, have largely ignored the psychological
and consumption experiences of weddings.

Wedding prices could be elevated from a silent price markup used by retailers and service
providers. Rampell (2013) documents the experience of an economics professor, Austan
Goolsbee, who was originally quoted a price for an event, but was up charged to 150% of
the original quoted price when he disclosed the setting was a wedding. Rampell (2013)
concluded given the inexperience of the consumer purchasing for a “once in a lifetime” event
that vendors can pressure sentimental consumers to avoid looking cheap on the most important
day of their lives. He extrapolates that even though the Federal Trade Commission has
required funeral homes to provide itemized price lists to avoid this very type of hard selling
that uses guilt and emotion to drive up spending, the FTC has not extended the same
requirements to wedding vendors. Presumably, weddings are not standardized enough to make
this practice as useful (Rampell 2013). One example would be the observed case where a
formalwear store quoted different prices for dye-able shoes with a higher price for a wedding
with a long turnaround time and a lower price for identical shoes from the same store for a
prom even though the time frame was rushed.
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Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Methodology

The research for this project was conducted in two separate studies. The first study was
an exploratory examination of wedding-related products. The purpose of this study was
to explore the degree to which sellers and retailers were actually using the conspicuous
nature and social effects associated with wedding-related products to charge higher
prices for their goods. Amaldoss and Jain (2005b) provide the foundational theory for
this exploration. The second study was conducted after the first study confirmed the
disparity in prices between regular and wedding-related products. The second study
examined consumer perceptions of importance and price expectations for wedding-
related purchases. The purpose of this study was to explore the degree to which brides
elevate the perceived importance of products purchased for their weddings relative to
non-bride consumers. Additionally, the second study considered perceptions of appro-
priate pricing by brides compared to non-brides.

Study 1—Qualitative Exploration of Price Differences

The first study was an exploration of actual prices charged for wedding-related items relative
to identical non-wedding items. No previous studies were found that specifically, empirically
documented the differences in prices between wedding-related items relative to identical non-
wedding items. The examples for this study were collected in matched sets (one wedding item
and one non-wedding item) where prices between the two differed. Prices of products
designated as wedding items were compared to prices of products that were not designated
as wedding items. Sets were collected nationwide from a wide range of product categories.
Obviously, there were cases when retailers did not have a price difference between products,
but there were many examples where retailers did have differences. Products that were offered
specifically in a forced bundle or tie-in were not included in this study because of the difficulty
in attributing a specific price to a specific item.

Extreme caution was utilized to insure that comparisons were made between effec-
tively identical items. In every pair, the prices for both products in the pair were obtained
from the same seller. Items were matched specifically on brand and features. Great care
was taken to ensure that the wedding item in the pair did not include any special features,
add-ons, customization, or extra services. In most cases, the products were identical
including the same brand, the same model number, the same color or color-options, and/
or the same time duration. In one case, the Internet advertisement for the two items in the
match set even contained the same typographical error in the two different product
descriptions. By necessity, we excluded all providers who specialized in only wedding
items because paired sets could not be obtained.

Pairs were located using a variety of methods. One common approach was to visit online
retail sites that offered products designated as wedding-related and products which were not so
designated. Items were located by following a “wedding” link and recording pricing informa-
tion. The paired item was then located by looking for identical items that were offered by the
company. This was done without following the “wedding” link. For example, on one online
jewelry site, a crystal necklace was recorded from the “bridal” link at a price of $70. The site
was exited and revisited, but the “bridal” link was not followed. The link to “necklaces” was
followed instead. The same necklace (identical description and identical stock number) was
located. The price obtained from the non-wedding link was $41.
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In addition to obtaining examples from websites, price quotes were obtained over the
telephone. In such a case, identical scenarios were provided with the only difference being the
occasion of interest. For example, several churches were contacted to obtain the price of
renting the church for a Friday evening and entire following Saturday. The pairs of prices were
obtained for the same church office, for same date of interest, and for the same length of time.
In the case of the wedding, the event was described as a wedding; in the other case, the event
was described as a renewal of marriage vows. The price information specifically excluded
payments to the clergy, payments to the providers of music, etc. The price included only the
rental of the sanctuary. The rental price from churches was as much as $700 more for a
wedding.

Some of the examples were obtained by email quotations. In such a case, identical
scenarios were provided with the only difference being the occasion of interest. For
example, a limousine service provider was contacted twice using the company’s
online quote form. In both cases the time and date, the length of time for rental,
the number of people, the description of the desired limo, etc. were all identical. The
two pickup locations were on the same block of the same street. The quotes were
placed using two different contact names, with different home addresses and different
return email addresses. The only difference in the request was one request for a
wedding transfer and the other for a night on the town. All extras were specifically
excluded from the price estimates. The quote from one company for limousine rental
for wedding transfers, with a four-hour minimum, was $900. The night on the town
was quoted pricing for the first two hours at $225, the third hour at $150, and the
fourth hour free ($600).

Some of the examples were obtained in the retail store. The only difference in the request
was the intended event. For example, the price for a pair of dye-able shoes was obtained from a
store offering bridal and formal wear. The price of the shoes was requested for bridesmaids in a
wedding (priced at $80). The second price was obtained from the same store, from the same
salesperson on the same day, for the same shoes except the price request was for an upcoming
prom (priced at $60).

While some sellers made no effort to disguise the fact that they were selling
identical or virtually identical items at two different prices, others were less forth-
coming. One of the methods used to disguise the price differential was to quote the
wedding item in a different quantity from the non-wedding item. For example, small
containers of bubble solution were sold by one company to both wedding planners
and to birthday party planners. The birthday party favors were sold in lots of 15 for
$15. The wedding favors, which were identical in every aspect except for price, were
sold in lots of 25 for $31.25. Another approach for misdirecting consumers was the
use of discounts. In many situations, discounts were offered to non-brides that were
not offered to brides. For example, one stationary retailer offered free return-address
printing for monogrammed note cards that were not identified as wedding. The
wedding customers, purchasing identical note cards, paid an additional $1 per enve-
lope for this type of printing.

Wide varieties of examples were obtained using these methods. A t-test comparison of the
cumulative set of observed prices (see Table 1) indicated that the differences were significant
at the 0.01 level across the observations. The average percent difference associated with a
product being designated as wedding was 53.68% higher than non-wedding products. Table 1
provides a list of the examples obtained for Study 1.
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Study 2—Quasi-Experimental Study of Perceptional Differences

While the first study demonstrated that suppliers do market wedding-related products at higher
prices, there are conflicting potential reasons. One research found that by 2009, no previous
sociological research in the USA had been conducted on weddings although much has been
written on marriage (Ingraham 2009). Currie (1993), a Canadian sociologist, reported a similar

Table 1 Examples of price differences of wedding to non-wedding products

Item Differences Quote obtained Regular Wedding

Formal/wedding dress None Website 197.00 230.00
Formal/bridesmaid dress None Website 105.00 155.00
Formal/bridesmaid shoes None Website 45.00 65.00
Formal/bridesmaid shoes None Verbal quote 60.00 80.00
Formal/bridesmaid shoes None Website 24.99 39.99
Quartz bridal bracelet None Website 30.00 32.00
Quartz bridal necklace None Website 56.00 60.00
Crystal bridesmaid necklace None Website 41.00 70.00
Rental of church (evening and next day) None Verbal quote 100.00 300.00
Rental of church (evening and next day) None Verbal quote 250.00 560.00
Rental of church (evening and next day) None Verbal Quote 500.00 1200.00
Weekday sailing cruises None Website 750.00 905.00
Weekday sunset sailing None Website 970.00 1150.00
Weekend sailing cruises None Website 850.00 1030.00
Sunset weekend sailing cruises None Website 1080.00 1270.00
Weekday yacht cruise None Website 2000.00 2300.00
Weekend yacht cruise None Website 2200.00 2500.00
Limousine rental None Email quote 342.00 450.00
Limousine rental None Email quote 375.00 600.00
Limousine rental None Email quote 600.00 900.00
25—white printed thank you note None Website 64.00 106.00
50—silver foil seals for envelops 2006/initial Website 10.95 16.95
24—printed table cards None Website 36.00 49.00
Rose boutonniere None Verbal quote 8.00 12.00
Rose boutonniere None Verbal quote 6.00 11.00
Bracelet/bridesmaid gift None Website 12.99 34.99
Engraved cufflinks/groomsmen gift None Website 29.99 45.00
Candle tins Cover Website 3.95 4.50
Votive candle None Website 2.50 3.95
Disposable camera Cover In-store 9.95 11.95
Disposable camera Cover Website 12.99 13.99
Disposable camera Cover In-store 7.99 9.97
Disposable camera None Website 2.99 4.25
Black and white disposable camera None Website 3.99 5.99
Custom disposable camera None Website 4.25 4.99
Personalized disposable camera None Website 5.09 5.79
Cake to feed 200 Same characteristics Verbal quote 195.00 249.00
Cake to feed 100–150 Same characteristics Website 375.00 675.00
Cake to feed 200 Same characteristics Verbal quote 205.87 232.54
White Jordan almonds (5 lbs.) None Website 9.99 29.95
Bubble favors (price each) None Website 1.00 1.25
Reception facility None Verbal Quote 250.00 500.00
Reception facility None Verbal 1010.00 1800.00
White thong flip-flops Imprint on shoe Website 3.99 9.99
Ball cap “groom” Imprint on Cap Website 16.67 19.95
All-inclusive resort 5-day package for 2 None Verbal quote 1676.00 2245.00
All-inclusive resort 5-day package for 2 None Verbal quote 1843.68 2562.47
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absence of research. The omission was considered to be remarkable in light of the role weddings
play in our culture (Ingraham 2009). A disparity was reported between the focus that weddings
receive in the media and the void present in the research. Popular press offers different insight
than past empirical research. When pressures to reduce costs come from others, some brides turn
to the Internet to support extravagant spending where they will get a wide variety of responses
(Wedding Ceremony 2018). While some respondents recommend responsible spending, many
others tell the bride that she “should do what makes you happy,” offer examples of how the bride
could spend even more, or encourage the bride to go over budget.

The second study in this research was performed to help bridge this gap. Clearly, there are
practices that indicate that vendors are able to upcharge consumers, but the lack of outrage on
the part of consumers warrants additional insight. Do wedding consumers pay more because
they are unaware of the difference (e.g., the consumers do not bother to shop and compare or
take advantage of reasonable discounts)? Previous research suggests otherwise (Hwang et al.
2014). Furthermore, the increased availability for customization, including even the wedding
dress (Choy and Lokar 2004), suggests that brides do shop and compare, but may bypass
readily available products and select custom options regardless of the price differential.
Potentially, the higher price actually could be desired or expected because of the social costs
associated with weddings. Do higher prices become warranted by an inability of the consumer
to judge quality and lead consumers to rely on price as a proxy? Similarly, does the extreme
pressure of the conspicuousness of the event drive brides to pay higher prices as a means of
communicating the quality of the event? The first step in understanding the situation is to
develop a deeper understanding of what brides are willing to pay and comparing what non-
brides are willing to pay for comparable items. The second study attempts to shed light on the
consumer perceptions of importance and value which underlie the decision-making process.
The wealth of popular press literature, along with several studies, suggests elevated levels of
importance associated with wedding planning.

Hypotheses

Much of the pressure associated with expectations of perfection is centered on the bride.
Therefore, it can be hypothesized that:

H1: Brides will perceive the importance of products intended for use in a wedding as
greater than non-brides will perceive the importance of similar products intended for events
other than a wedding.

Additionally, previous research has indicated that consumers of products identified as
conspicuously consumed and of high levels of importance may be valued more highly.
Consumers facing these conditions are often less price sensitive. The combination of condi-
tions a bride faces, including conspicuous consumption, high importance, and limited ability to
measure quality, has been associated with a positively sloping demand curve. Therefore, it can
be hypothesized that:

H2: Brides making product choices for a wedding will be willing to pay more for those
products than non-brides making product choices for events other than weddings.

Data Collection

A quasi-experiment was conducted to test these hypotheses. Respondents were sorted non-
randomly into two groups of consumers that were as homogeneous as possible with the
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exception that one group was planning a wedding and the other group was not. To maintain
maximum homogeneity, only women in an age range of 18 to 30 were included in this study.
Respondents were contacted by using a paid electronic Qualtrics panel.

Data were collected using an online survey. Potential respondents were directed to a web
link. The first questions were screening filter questions that removed off-target respondents.
Female respondents who indicated that they were single, engaged, and planned to be married
for the first time within 12 months were routed to the wedding survey. Female respondents
who indicated that they were single, not engaged, and did not have plans to be married within
the next 12 months were routed to the special event survey. The special event was described as
an important formal event. Other than the event, the questions were largely the same. Each
survey began with a brief description of the context in which the respondent would answer the
questions in order to standardize characteristics. Brides were asked to answer the questions in
the survey in the context of planning a formal wedding for 200 guests. Non-brides were asked
to answer the questions in the survey in the context of a major event, such as a wedding
anniversary, fundraiser, or significant birthday for 200 guests. The questions reiterated and
referenced the context.

In order to examine the hypotheses, five different products were used in this study: dresses
(wedding or formal), cakes, invitations, floral centerpieces, and corsages. The survey exam-
ined two major issues of interest to this study, perceived importance and perception of
appropriate pricing. The respondents were asked to assess the perceived importance of each
product on a 5-point Likert-type scale (range from “not at all important” to “absolutely
necessary”). For example, respondents were asked, “For the event described above, how
important is a (wedding) cake for the event to meet your expectations?” Additionally, the
respondents were asked to express the maximum reasonable price to pay for each product
described.

Data were collected from 211 total female respondents who fell within the age range of 18
to 30. There were 106 respondents who were not engaged to be married and 105 respondents
who were planning weddings. Following a desk edit of the data, several responses were
removed. There were 102 women engaged to be married included in the study and 103 women
who were not engaged. The average age of brides was 25.1 while the average age of the non-
brides was 23.8. Men and women outside the age bracket were not invited to complete the
survey.

Data Analysis and Results

The data were considered by comparing the responses from brides to non-brides. The mean
responses from the two groups were compared using t-test comparisons for each product
category. In keeping with the sociology and popular press literature, this study discovered that
products for weddings have elevated importance.

Both brides and non-brides considered all of the products to be important to the success of
the event. Across all five categories, the brides attributed more importance to each purchase
than non-brides, but brides and non-brides were not significantly different in the importance
ratings for the cake, the invitations, the centerpiece, and the corsage. However, the dress was
considered to be significantly more important for the wedding dress (4.46) than the special
event formal gown (3.39). These findings suggest that traditional wedding purchases remain
important for brides, but not significantly more so than women planning other large events
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with the exception of the wedding dress. These findings offer partial support for Hypothesis 1.
These findings are summarized in Table 2.

Even though both brides and non-brides rate the importance of most wedding pur-
chases similarly, the price expectations from brides are substantially higher than non-
brides. Brides were more inclined to be prepared to pay more for the products described.
For all five products, brides were statistically significantly inclined to set a higher
average mean price for the products. On average, brides were willing to pay $911.10
dollars for a cake compared to a mean maximum price of about $561.40 for the non-
brides (significant at the 0.01 level). Brides were willing on average to pay $553.40 for a
floral centerpiece, which non-brides drew the line at $264.30 (significant at the 0.01
level). Additionally, brides were willing to pay $169.10 for a single mother’s corsage at
the wedding, but mothers of non-brides expected a $75.11 corsage at an anniversary
party (significant at the 0.05 level). Perceptions of invitation prices for brides were
$450.90, and non-brides expected to pay a maximum of 208.70 (significant at the 0.01
level). The largest difference was observed for the dress. Brides indicated that they
would pay no more than $2989.00, and non-brides would pay no more than $561.40
(significant at the 0.01 level). These findings offer strong support for Hypothesis 2 and
are summarized in Table 3.

Comparing Expectations to Actual Prices

A comparison of the respondents’ price cap and the reported actual expenditures as they were
reported by The Knot (Table 4) and WeddingWire (Table 5) provides additional insight. The
data from the respondents were compared on three categories, including invitations, wedding
cake, and dress. These three categories were the only three with exact direct comparisons.

In one category, invitations, the maximum reasonable price expressed by the brides
($450.90) was compared to the two actual prices reported ($386 on The Knot and $550 on
WeddingWire). The maximum price brides reported they would pay fell between the pub-
lished expenditures. While the anticipated price from the brides was greater than the reported
price on The Knot (16.81% difference), the bride maximum price was lower than the report by
WeddingWire (−18.02% difference). This result is likely due to the decreasing value of paper
invitations resulting from the willingness of some to use paperless products reducing demand
for formal paper invitations (Kellogg 2020).

For a wedding cake, brides are willing to pay more than the brides from the previous year
actually paid. Respondent brides indicated that they would pay $911.10 for a wedding cake,
but prices paid by brides previously were reported in The Knot as $528 and $550 in
WeddingWire. The percent difference was high, with brides willing to pay between

Table 2 Comparison of mean perceived importance ratings between brides and non-brides

Product category Wedding Special event P-value

Bridesmaid/formal dress 4.46 3.39 0.01
Cake 3.57 3.50 n.s.
Invitations 3.40 3.10 n.s.
Floral centerpiece 3.13 3.07 n.s.
Corsage 2.81 2.66 n.s
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65.65% (WeddingWire) to 72.56% more (The Knot) than was observed in the previous year.
Brides are prepared to pay much more than the actual prices charged for a wedding cake.

Additionally, brides are willing to pay a maximum of $2989.00 for a dress. The reported
actual price paid by The Knot was $1631 and $1700 by WeddingWire. Brides’ expectations
on what they are willing to pay is substantially more than brides the previous year actually
paid. The percent difference that brides are willing to pay was remarkable (83.26% compared
to The Knot report and 75.82% compared to WeddingWire).

Overall, respondent brides are willing to pay substantially higher prices for weddings than
even actual prices paid by brides during the previous year.

Implications, Limitations, and Conclusions

The findings from the first study suggest that at least some providers of wedding-related
products are using a significantly different pricing structure for products designated as
wedding compared to non-wedding products. The literature on quality and conspicuous

Table 3 Comparison of mean maximum price between brides and non-brides

Product category Wedding Special event P-value

Bridesmaid/formal dress $ 2989.00 $ 561.40 0.01
Cake $ 911.10 $ 332.1 0.01
Invitations $ 450.90 $ 208.70 0.01
Floral centerpiece $ 553.40 $ 264.30 0.01
Corsage $ 169.10 $ 75.11 0.05

Table 4 2018 average pricing of wedding goods and services in the USA

Overall wedding spend (excluding honeymoon): $33 931

Average cost of reception venue: $15 439
Average cost of photographer: $2679
Average cost of wedding/event planner: $2002
Average cost of reception band: $4247
Average cost of reception DJ: $1292
Average cost of florist/décor: $2411
Average cost of videographer: $2021
Average cost of wedding dress: $1631
Average cost of groom attire: $283
Average cost of wedding cake: $528
Average cost of ceremony venue: $2382
Average cost of ceremony musicians: $797
Average cost of officiant: $286
Average cost of catering: (price per person): $70
Average cost of transportation: $856
Average cost of favors: $245
Average cost of rehearsal dinner: $1297
Average cost of engagement ring: $5680
Average cost of invitations: $386
Average cost of hairstylist: $123
Average cost of makeup artist: $102

Source: Seaver (2019)
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consumption gave rise to the possibility that brides would be willing to pay a higher price than
was necessary when making purchases for weddings. This research appears to provide some
support for that practice. When pricing differentials are used for wedding-related products, the
percentage difference is about 53.7%. The fact that brides are willing to pay even more than
what is charged presumably offers insight into why engaged couples are not outraged or
resentful of the higher prices they pay for wedding products and services. The exploratory
study specifically excluded sites where only wedding-related products were offered because
these sites did not offer an opportunity to obtain side-by-side comparisons. Future research
might broaden the scope of this study to examine closely wedding-only providers. Wedding-
only providers represent a large portion of the sales in these product categories.

The price differences were observable across a wide range of products and services. The
examples included products intended for use at the wedding (such as yacht rental and floral
boutonnieres), at the reception (such as disposable cameras and table place cards), and for the
honeymoon (such as casual bride and groom attire). They were products not only intended
specifically for the bride (such as a formal wedding dress and bridal jewelry), but also for other
bridal party members as well (such as bridesmaid shoes and dresses). They included both
services (such as limousine rental and honeymoon packages) and tangible products (such as
almonds and cameras). The examples ranged from products of modest costs (such as a few
dollars for a votive candle) to items costing thousands of dollars (such as sunset sailboat
weddings). In many cases, no effort was made on the part of the retailer to disguise or to
differentiate the two products in the pair. In other cases, sellers used various methods of
deception.

While both brides and non-brides expressed importance on products purchased for use at a
planned event, brides placed a substantially higher importance on the bridal gown than non-
brides placed on a formal event dress. The respondents expressed significant differences on the
maximum acceptable prices for items used for a wedding compared to items used at another
conspicuous event. This willingness to spend more for weddings is likely to be based on the
substantial and persistent pressure on brides to achieve perfection when planning weddings

Table 5 2018 average cost of wedding goods and services

Average cost of venue: $9000

Average cost of catering: $6700
Average cost of the band: $3900
Average cost of the photographer: $2400
Average cost of wedding rings: $1900
Average cost of wedding planner: $1850
Average cost of rehearsal dinner: $1800
Average cost of videography: $1800
Average cost of flowers: $1800
Average cost of wedding dress: $1700
Average cost of DJ: $1200
Average cost of transportation: $1050
Average cost of wedding party attire: $800
Average cost hair and makeup: $650
Average cost of invitations and stationary: $550
Average cost of wedding cake and desserts: $550
Average cost of favors and gifts: $450
Average cost of officiant: $300

Source: Goodson and Francis (2019)
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that does not exist on people planning other celebratory events. The willingness to spend more
has created an environment where vendors, retailers, and service providers are able to up
charge wedding-related products and services without censure or negative consequences.

For all products considered, except the dress, brides were willing to pay on average
231.23% more than non-brides were. With regard to the dress, brides were willing to spend
up to 532.42% more than non-brides on a formal special event dress. The perceived value gap
between brides and non-brides is even greater than actual retail markup observed in Study 1
(53.7%). These findings indicate that sellers of wedding-related products are keenly aware of
the degree to which the market will tolerate higher prices.

Policy Implications

Price discrimination in the wedding industry can be frustrating for the bride, groom, parents,
and members of the wedding party. It certainly must feel unfair, but it is not just the feelings of
annoyance that plague an engaged couple. Price discrimination is a widely recognized
problem, or a benefit from the seller’s point of view, in the wedding goods and services
industry. Some might even say it is a widely accepted practice by consumers, the wedding
industry, and the media.

There are several ways to address the issue of price discrimination in the wedding industry.
At the top is action by the Federal Trade Commission. Although, the FTC has not acted on
pricing in the wedding industry, it has imposed a rule on another life-event business. The
FTC’s so-called Funeral Rule requires funeral homes to provide itemized price lists to
bereaved family members, to allow the purchase of separate items not as part of a package,
and to allow the use of caskets or containers purchased by the family from an outside source,
among other things. One of the main reasons for this rule is to allow consumers to comparison
shop. A similar rule by the FTC could address price discrimination issues in the wedding
industry.

Another way to address concerns about wedding pricing is through state statutes or local
ordinances. Several states have recognized the problem of price discrimination based on
gender. For example, in the 1990s, California recognized the numerous studies that showed
that women pay a so-called gender tax or pink tax in certain arenas of commerce (Warren
1995). One survey by the Assembly Office of Research found that 40% of hair salons charged
women from $2.50 to $25 more for similar services. Dry cleaners charged an average of $2
more to launder a woman’s shirt, the survey found. Other research has shown that department
stores routinely make women pay for alterations to business suits. Men’s suits, by contrast,
often are altered free (Warren 1995). California’s law, the Unruh Civil Rights Act, requires
certain businesses, such as hair salons, tailors, and dry cleaners, to clearly and conspicuously
post pricing lists for their services. The law also applies to both goods and services.

Similarly, New York passed a law last year that went into effect on September 30, 2020.
The law prohibits charging different prices for goods or services that are substantially similar
but are marketed to different genders. The law applies at all levels of the supply chain.
Substantially similar goods are defined as those that “exhibit little difference in the materials
used in production, intended use, functional design and features, and brand” (Friedman et al.
2020). Finally, Miami-Dade county in Florida has a law comparable to New York’s. The
Gender Pricing Ordinance prohibits differential pricing for similar goods based solely on a
person’s gender. Businesses are allowed to charge different prices if a good or service involves
more time or cost.
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Although these state laws and local ordinances do not specifically address weddings,
businesses should be on notice that the laws could be applied or expanded to include the
wedding industry. Most products and services in the wedding industry are marketed to and
purchased by women. As a result, the pink tax laws could easily be applied to gender-biased
transactions involving weddings.

Consumer Implications

Weddings are usually a once in a lifetime event. The goods and services purchased in
connection with a wedding are not as familiar to consumers as regular, every-day goods and
services. For the most part, consumers know how to comparison shop when it comes to regular
foods and clothes as opposed to a wedding cake or wedding dress. Most brides and groom are
just not familiar with the normal costs of a wedding.

As wedding videographer, Johnny Harris (2016), states, “Add in that many wedding
vendors don't post prices on their websites and you start to see why wedding planning can
involve so much stress: The familiarity and transparency we rely on for other purchases just
isn't there.” One common tactic wedding vendors use to cover up high costs of weddings is to
present wedding goods and services as an event so that brides and grooms fall in love with the
overall experience before being told the prices. This process of stalling on revealing the price is
common in the wedding industry (Harris 2016).

Consumers can protect themselves by asking for price lists up front. Wedding vendors can
post the prices of goods online and provide the individual cost of goods in the information
given to the bride and groom. Some states are already considering mandating these practices
by law or regulation.

Limitations and Future Research

This project is limited in scope. Future research should expand both the breadth and depth of
this study. Future research might expand the number of products included. Additionally,
research should examine the degree to which there are differences between tangible products
and services. This study did not examine pricing from the perspective of the groom or parents
funding the wedding, and future research might compare differences in expectations between
brides and grooms and/or parents.

Furthermore, pricing is complicated in event planning. While Study 1 carefully controlled
for exactly identical items from the exact same supplier, this was not possible with Study 2.
Future research may consider the hidden costs that could arise in a wedding (such as higher
levels of damage at a reception hall) that might not occur for other social events. Additionally,
it is possible that brides demand higher quality to achieve satisfaction (e.g., demanding roses
instead of carnations in a center floral piece) which created a difference in cost of supply
between those planning weddings and those planning other social events. Finally, this study
does not address bundling, in particular forced bundling, but future research may need to
explore the policy concerns in wedding bundling.

In Study 2, this research does not address the vastly different search process untaken by
individuals planning weddings and individuals planning other large social events. A deeper
understanding of the relationship between the amount of time a bride spends researching and
planning a wedding may be needed. Future research might explore the relationship between
actual spending on weddings and the time committed to planning the event.
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Conclusions

While this study does generate additional questions, it provides early insight into consumer
perceptions and expectations with regard to wedding-related spending. The massive amount of
pressure placed on brides appears to be generating the anticipated outcomes of high levels of
importance attribution and decreased price sensitivity for wedding-related goods. The study
provides exploratory examples validating a tendency of retailers to charge a higher price for
wedding-related goods and a tendency for brides to be vulnerable to accepting those differ-
ences, even when there is no noticeable or actual quality difference.
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